
 

PRODUCT                       

INFORMATION______________________ 

DESCRIPTION BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS are a solid block incorporating bacterial culture/spore system 
combined with compatible enhancers that consume grease, fats, oils, foods, etc. 
dramatically reducing grease trap maintenance and eliminating odors.  Each block (8 oz. 
by wt.) contains 23 billion bacteria (5 different types) per ounce, ensuring fast continuous 
consumption even when harsh chemicals enter the trap. 

 
 
USE BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS are easy to use.  Simply toss the block into the grease trap.   
 BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS dissolve, slowly releasing (25-40 days depending on flow) billions 

of bacterial spores which consume grease and multiply to produce more grease eating 
bacteria.  No pumps necessary to purchase or maintain, no bulky liquids to store. 

 
 

DIRECTIONS For best results:  1. Measure grease trap size.  Determine approximate trap size by 
measuring length, width, and approximate depth.  Multiply cubic feet by 7.5 to arrive at 
gallon capacity of trap.  (Example: 2 ft. long x 2 ft. deep x 2 ft. wide  7.5 = 60 gallons.)  2. 
Start with a clean trap (or stir trap) and place BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS in the water (not 
the grease) away from the kitchen inlet.  If cleaning of grease trap is not possible, double 
the block dosage.  Amount of BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS to treat different grease trap tan 
capacities are as follows:  

 
 Trap Size  Quantity 
 <30 Gallons  (1) 8 oz. block 
 30-60 Gallons  (2) 8 oz. blocks 
 60-90 Gallons  (3) 8 oz. blocks 
 90-150 Gallons  (5) 8 oz. blocks 
 150-500 Gallons (8) 8 oz. blocks  
 
 BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS should be at least 5 ft. from sink to trap.  If less than 5 ft. increase 

dosage.  If large amounts of meat and vegetables are present in the grease trap, increase 
the dosage.  Finally, the placement of BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS should be away from the 
hot water inlet. 

 
 

WARNING     May cause irritation to eyes and skin.  May cause nausea, abdominal pain, diarrhea and  
   vomiting if ingested.  Carcinogenicity: not listed.  Always read label before using   
   product.  KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
 

Note: See Material Safety Data Sheet for Additional Specifications and First Aid Information. 
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BAC-EN-CLEAN BLOCKS 
Ready-to Use 

Unique Solid Grease Trap Treatment 


